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On this view of the matter, every term of the contract, every Little
detail affecting its formation and performance, every fact thatvalue of
•	•	i	*i	-^t	/»	presump-
points to its natural seat is relevant. No one fact is conclusive, tions
It is doubtful, even, whether any useful purpose is served by the
traditional practice of regarding certain facts, such as the locus
contractual the locus solutionis or, in the case of a contract of
affreightment, the nationality of the flag, as presumptive
evidence of the governing law. To enter upon the search with
a presumption is only too often to set out upon a false trail. It
may tend to divert attention from the necessity to consider
every single pointer. Moreover, where there are several circum-
stances pointing in different directions, 'a presumption or in-
ference arising from one alone becomes of less importance. In
such a case an inference which might be properly drawn may
cancel another inference which would be drawn if it stood by
itself/1 The contract requires to be regarded as a whole. It is
submitted, indeed, that the presumptions fashioned by the
Victorian judges now play but a secondary role. The proper
course is not to begin with a presumption and then inquire
whether there are rebutting circumstances, but to fall back on a
presumption only when the circumstances, viewed as a whole,
fail to reveal with reasonable certainty the law to which the
contract naturally belongs.2
The court must take into account, for instance, the following Examples
matters: the domicil and even the residence of the parties;3 the flt
national character of a corporation and the place where its
principal place of business is situated;4 the place where the
contract is made5 and the place where it is to be performed;6 the
style in which the contract is drafted, as, for instance, whether
the language is appropriate to one system of law, but inappro-
priate to another;7 the fact that a certain stipulation is valid
1	The Assunzione, [1954] P. 150, at p. 176, per Singleton L.J.
2	Ibid., argument of counsel, at p. 156. See, for example, N. V. Handel
Maatsckappij J. Smits Import-Expert v. English Exporters (London), [195$]
2 Lloyd's Rep. 317.
3	Jacobs v. Crfdit Lyonnais (1884), 12 &.B.D. 589.
4	Re Anglo-Austrian Bank* [1920] i Ch. 69.
5	P. & O. Steam Navigation Co. v. Shand (1865), 3 Moo. P.C. (n.s.) 272;
Ckatenay v, Brazilian Submarine Telegraph Co., [1891] i Q.B. 79, 82; The
St. Joseph, [1933] P. 119.
6	Norden Steam Co. v. Dempsey (1876), i C.P.D. 654; Rouquettev. Overman*
(1875), L.R. 10 Q.B. 525; In re Francke &Rasch, [1918] i Ch. 470; Hansen
v. Dixon (1906), 96 L.T. 32; Kremtzi v. Ridgway [1949]* * All E.R. 662.
7	South African Breweries v. King, [1899] 2 Ch. 173, 179; The Industrie,
[1894] P. 58; Re Hewitt1 s Settlement, Hewitt v, Hewitt* [1915] i Ch. 228; Tk*

